
From: Scott Allen Jackson
To: Frontiers in Plant Science Research Topics
Cc: Georgina Hernandez; rajeev varshney; Federico Sanchez
Subject: Re: E-book: "The Legume Genome"
Date: Thursday, September 04, 2014 7:43:32 AM

Sorry. It has been published: http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/v46/n7/full/ng.3008.html

Scott 

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 4, 2014, at 3:54 AM, "Frontiers in Plant Science Research Topics"
 <plantscience.researchtopics@frontiersin.org> wrote:

Dear Topic Editors, 

I am just writing to enquire as to whether there is any update with the embargoed article in
 Nature Genetics?

All the best,

Gearóid 

On Thu, May 1, 2014 at 8:44 AM, Frontiers in Plant Science Research Topics
 <plantscience.researchtopics@frontiersin.org> wrote:

Dear Topic Editors,

That all seems well, and thank you for the encouraging response.

If Dr Jackson could please follow-up with me after this embargo date, we can
 proceed further.

Until then, best wishes.

Gearóid Ó Faoleán, PhD
Editorial Assistant

on behalf of

Amanda Baker, PhD
Journal Manager

Frontiers| Plant Science Editorial Office
EPFL - Innovation Park
Lausanne, Switzerland | T +41 (0)21 510 17 11

On Wed, Apr 30, 2014 at 3:59 PM, Scott Allen Jackson <sjackson@uga.edu>
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 wrote:
That is fine with me. I think we still have a few outstanding papers that are
 waiting for the common bean genome to be published (should be anytime
 now, just waiting for an embargo date from Nature Genet).
scott

On Apr 30, 2014, at 8:21 AM, Georgina Hernández <gina@ccg.unam.mx>
 wrote:

I agree to publish an e book from our RT lets see what the rest
 say!
Regards!
Gina

El miércoles, 30 de abril de 2014, Frontiers in Plant Science
 Research Topics <plantscience.researchtopics@frontiersin.org>
 escribió:

Dear Topic Editors,

I am just writing to respectfully follow-up on previous
 correspondence below.

If I could just ask if you still intend on having your research
 topic published as an e-book?

If so, do please let me know and we can proceed from here.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Gearóid Ó Faoleán, PhD
Editorial Assistant

on behalf of

Amanda Baker, PhD
Journal Manager

Frontiers| Plant Science Editorial Office
EPFL - Innovation Park
Lausanne, Switzerland | T +41 (0)21 510 17 11

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 6:01 PM, Frontiers in Plant Science
 Research Topics
 <plantscience.researchtopics@frontiersin.org> wrote:

Dear Topic Editors,
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I was wondering if you have decided on a cover image for
 your e-book. 

I am looking forward hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Despoina Evangelakou, PhD
Editorial Assistant

on behalf of:

Amanda Baker, PhD
Journal Manager

Frontiers| Plant Science Research Topics
www.frontiersin.org | twitter.com/FrontiersIn
EPFL - Innovation Park 
Lausanne, Switzerland | T +41 (0)21 510 17 11

On Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 5:25 PM, Frontiers in Plant Science
 Research Topics
 <plantscience.researchtopics@frontiersin.org> wrote:

Dear Dr Jackson

Thank you for sending me the keywords. 

Best,

Despoina

Amanda Baker, PhD
Journal Manager

Frontiers| Plant Science Research Topics
www.frontiersin.org | twitter.com/FrontiersIn
EPFL - Innovation Square
Lausanne, Switzerland | T +41 (0)21 510 17 11

On Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 4:20 PM, Scott Allen Jackson
 <sjackson@uga.edu> wrote:

Legume. Genetics. Genomics. Phaseolus. Vigna.
 Glycine. Comparative.

Anyone have a nice picture? Scott
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Sent from my iPad

On Oct 22, 2013, at 7:22 AM, "Frontiers in Plant Science
 Research Topics"
 <plantscience.researchtopics@frontiersin.org> wrote:

Dear topic editors,

Thank you for including us in this email
 exchange. Could you also provide us with a
 list of 5-10 keywords for the e-book?

And an image to be used for the cover of the
 e-book?

3. If you would like to personalize your
 eBook cover with a specific image, please
 provide us with a good quality and high
 resolution figure (at least 300 DPI). If you
 are interested in having a full page cover
 figure, please provide us with a Figure of
 the following dimensions: 210 X 275 mm.
 The Frontiers logo and all other information
 (Title, Editors, Journal etc.) will be typeset
 on top of that picture.

This image will be displayed on the
 introduction (2nd) page in the e-book, and
 as a thumbnail on the Frontiers website next
 to your Research Topic e-book. We suggest
 you pick an image, from one of the articles
 published in the topic (please let us know
 from which article the image is taken from),
 or an image closely related to the topic.
 Please let us know who the owner of the
 image is. For any figure for which you are
 not the owner please provide a copyright
 license, please note that Frontiers will not
 cover any permission fees charged by others
 for copyrighted material and it is the
 responsibility of the author to cover any
 supplementary charges. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us should
 you need any assistance.

Kind regards,

Despoina Evangelakou, PhD



Editorial Assistant

on behalf of:

Amanda Baker, PhD
Journal Manager

Frontiers| Plant Science Research Topics
www.frontiersin.org | twitter.com/FrontiersIn
EPFL - Innovation Square
Lausanne, Switzerland | T +41 (0)21 510
 17 11

On Mon, Oct 21, 2013 at 11:55 PM,
 Georgina Hernández <gina@ccg.unam.mx>
 wrote:

Hi everyone
Sorry for not writting before i am touring
 in Japan (vacations) after a meeting. I
 agree with Rajeev and Scott, the order of
 the articles is fine.
Regards
Gina

El martes, 22 de octubre de 2013, Scott
 Allen Jackson escribió:

Proposed order of articles. I separate the
 reviews and research articles and
 arranged the articles by species
 (general/comparative, Vigna, Soybean,
 PHaseolus). Is this ok with everyone?

scott

On Oct 18, 2013, at 11:19 AM, Frontiers
 in Plant Science Research Topics wrote:

Dear Dr Jackson, Dr
 Hernandez, Dr Varshney
 and Dr Sanchez

Thank you for your valuable
 contribution in organizing
 the Frontiers Research
 Topic "The Legume
 Genome". All articles in
 your topic have now been
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 accepted and published.

At this stage, we are almost
 ready to start the
 production of your topic
 e-book, which would be a
 great finishing touch to
 your work. The e-book will
 be available for download
 on
 http://www.frontiersin.org/
books/all_books.

In order for us to start
 production of your
 Research Topic e-book,
 could you please:

1. Submit a 1-page editorial
 introducing the topic and
 summarizing its
 contributing articles. The
 editorial should have a
 maximum word count of
 1600 (~100 words per
 published article). It is
 reviewed by the Specialty
 Chief Editor and will be
 published free of charge.
 You may submit it directly
 online through your
 Frontiers Account by going
 to My Journal > Associate
 Editor > Research Topics >
 View Topics. Here you can
 select your Research Topic
 and click on Submit
 Editorial.

2. Confirm the order by
 which all published articles
 will be sorted: by
 publication date, by
 submitted date, by article
 type, or any other
 customized order you find
 appropriate. The articles
 can be found here:

http://www.frontiersin.org/p

http://www.frontiersin.org/books/all_books
http://www.frontiersin.org/books/all_books
http://www.frontiersin.org/plant_genetics_and_genomics/researchtopics/The_Legume_Genome/1001


lant_genetics_and_genomic
s/researchtopics/The_Legu
me_Genome/1001

Please sent us the list of the
 ordered articles in a word
 document in the following
 format:
Original Research Article, Published
 on 22 Feb 2012
Variable Stoichiometry and
 Homeostatic Regulation of
 Bacterial Biomass Elemental
 Composition
J. Thad Scott, James B. Cotner and
 Timothy M. LaPara
doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2012.00042

3. If you would like to
 personalize your eBook
 cover with a specific image,
 please provide us with a
 good quality and high
 resolution figure (at least
 300 DPI). If you are
 interested in having a full
 page cover figure, please
 provide us with a Figure of
 the following dimensions:
 210 X 275 mm. The
 Frontiers logo and all other
 information (Title, Editors,
 Journal etc.) will be typeset
 on top of that picture.

This image will be
 displayed on the
 introduction (2nd) page in
 the e-book, and as a
 thumbnail on the Frontiers
 website next to your
 Research Topic e-book. We
 suggest you pick an image,
 from one of the articles
 published in the topic
 (please let us know from
 which article the image is
 taken from), or an image
 closely related to the topic.
 Please let us know who the
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 owner of the image is. For
 any figure for which you
 are not the owner please
 provide a copyright license,
 please note that Frontiers
 will not cover any
 permission fees charged by
 others for copyrighted
 material and it is the
 responsibility of the author
 to cover any supplementary
 charges. 

4. Provide us with a list of 5
 to 10 keywords related to
 your Research Topic to be
 included with your e-book.

Thanks again for all your
 good work on behalf of
 Frontiers, and I look
 forward to hearing from
 you.

Please do not hesitate to
 contact us should you need
 any assistance.

Best regards,

Despoin


